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Big plans under way for Russ expansion

T

his summer the College
of
Engineering
and
Computer Science celebrated the
announcement of a $10 million
building expansion. Plans for the
four-story, 50,000 square foot
Krishan and Vicky Joshi Research
Center were revealed on June 24
at a celebration dinner to honor
the project's benefactors.
Krishan and Vicky Joshi are
major contributors to the project
and have supported the college
for years. He is president, CEO,
and founder of the Dayton-based
high technology research and
development company, UES, Inc.
Plans were also unveiled for
two named facilities within the
building. The R.c. Appenzeller
Visualization Laboratory will
honor
benefactors
Robert
and Joan Appenzeller. Robert
Appenzeller is president and
CEO of the Dayton-area provider
of electric motor equipment and
technology, Machine Products
Corporation. He also funds an

The new building, which
will expand the college's
facilities by nearly 30
percent, will include
office and research
space for CECS f acul ty
and
graduate

engineering scholarship at Wright
State University.

to blend in with the campus atmosphere.
Inside, research space will accomodate
faculty and grad students.

The James E. Brandeberry
Conferencing
Center
will
honor Dr. James Brandeberry,
founding dean of the college.
Dr. Brandeberry is a National
Society of Professional Engineers
Fellow. As the longest-standing
engineering dean in Ohio, he has
brought over $1 million to the
college through equipment and
research-related grants he has
authored.

students, and
will house the Wright Center of
Innovation (WCI) for Advanced
Data Management and Analysis,
which is expected to employ up
to 50 researchers and create up to
500 jobs in the next three years.
Construction of the building is
expected to begin this coming
spring, and be completed by the
summer of 2006.
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Faculty excellence honored
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ach year the College of
Engineering and Computer
Science honors those students,
faculty, and staff who have
demonstrated exceptional service
and dedication to their field
and their scholarly community.
Along with announcing freshman
and continuing scholarships the
College awarded an outstanding
senior from each department
and several faculty members for
their excellence in the areas of
research, professional service, and
teaching. The three recipients of
the excellence in teaching awards
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received nominations from their
students. Listed below are the
faculty awardees, as well as the
student recipients of two special
awards.

Dr. Ardy Goshtasby is a Professor
in the Department of Computer
Science and Engineering. He
received a bachelor's degree in
computer engineering from the
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FACULTY FACTS
el~w. is a list of all new grants awarded
wIthin the College of Engineering and
Computer Science.

B

Bourbakis, Nikolaos G. (ITRI)
Brandeberry, James E. (CECS)
Priorities in Graduate Education
Ohio Board of Regents
7/1/03-6/30/04.............................$54,802

Brandeberry, James E. (CECS)
Thomas, Joseph F. (SoGS)
Bourbakis, Nikolaos G. (ITRI)
Information Technology Research Institute
US. Department of Education
5/1/04-4/30/05 ...........................$248,525

Gallagher, John C. (CSE)
CAREER: Evolvable Hardware
Neuromorphic Computational Devices for
Sensing and Control
NSF, Faculty Early Career Development
(CAREER)
6/1/04-5/31/05 .............................$90,405

Gallagher, John C. (CSE)
Collaborative Proposal: CCL/-EMD-A WWW
Based Autonomous Robotics Practicum for
Engineering Undergraduates and STEM
Educators
NSF, Course, Curriculum and Laboratory
Improvement
7/1/04-6/30/07 ............................$168,427

Gallimore, Jennie J. (BIE)
Rolling Lead Aircraft Illusion Experiment
SDS International, Inc.
6/14/04-12//31/04.........................$25,001

Gallimore, Jennie J. (BIE)
Development of Specifications for an
Interactive Aircraft Accident Data Collection
and Analysis System
US. Department of Transportation, Federal
Aviation Administration
6/23/04-6/22/05 ............................$53,550

Garber, Fred D. (CSE)
Receiver and Processing Concepts
Evaluation (RAPCEval)
Department of Defense, Air Force, Air Force
Research Laboratory
3/29/04-4/30/05 ..........................$112,010

Golshani, Forouzan (CSE)
Priorities in Graduate Education (Computer
Science)
Ohio Board of Regents
7/1/03-6/30/04.............................$76,616

Grandhi, Ramana V. (MME)
Adaptive Structures - Based on Energy
Design (ASBED)
Anteon Corporation

Narayanan, Sundaram (BIE)
Personal Knowledge Base
LexisNexis
3/1/04-6/9/04...............................$12,382

7/26/02-6/30/05 ............ . ... . ... . ......$90,000

Grandhi, Ramana V. (MME)
Nonlinear Analysis ofAdvanced Composites
in a Thermal/Acoustic Environment
Anteon Corporation
7/17/02-6/30/05 ..... ........ ... .... . .... .$109,000

Grandhi, Ramana V. (MME)
Simulation Based Research and Development
Tools and Processes
University of Dayton

Narayanan, Sundaram (BIE)
Fendley, Ryan D. (BIE)
Golshani, Forouzan (CSE)
Premus, Robert (RSCB)
Wright State University Certificate
Program Focusing on Innovation and
Entrepreneurship for High Technology
Coleman Foundation, Inc.
7/1/04-6/30/05 .............................$20,000

Hangartner, Thomas N. (BIE)
Postmenopausal Evaluation and Risk
Reduction
Pfizer, Inc.

Rizki, Mateen M. (CSE)
Tamburino, Louis A. (CSE)
Hybrid Evolutionary Learning for Pattern
Recognition Contract (HELPR) to Extend
Operating Conditions
Department of Defense, Air Force, Air Force
Research Laboratory

1/1/02-12/31/04 ..... ........ ... ... ... ... .... $8,153

10/1/02-8/15/04 ... ..... .... .... . .... ..... . .$50,000

Hong, Lang (EE)
Interferometric Radar Clutter Suppression
Dayton Area Graduate Studies Institute
(DAGSI)

Siferd, Raymond E. (EE)
Array Analog to Digital Converter
Systran Federal Corporation

12/5/03-9/30/04.................. . ....... $160,000

6/7/04-2/28/05 .............................$29,999

7/2/01-6/30/04....... . ... . ... . ... . ... ........ $4,435

Hong, Lang (EE)
Multirate Interacting Multiple Model Fusion
MRLets Technologies, Inc.

Siferd, Raymond E. (EE)
Reconfigurable Architectures for Mobile Joint
Tactical Radio Systems (JTRS)for UAVs
University of Dayton

7/1/02-12/31/04.........................$110,000

5/1/04-5/1/05 ...............................$34,000

Lieh, Junghsen (MME)
Advanced Control System for manufacturing
Processes - Phase IV: Precision Machining
Process Development and Optimization
Delphi Chassis Systems

Thomas, Scott Keith (MME)
Thermal Management ofNext-Generation
Power Electronics for the More-Electric
Aircraft Initiative
Universal Technology Corporation

7/1/04-6/30/05.................. . ... . ......$78,000

7/12/04-7/13/05 ...........................$20,000

Menart, James A. (MME)
Computer Modeling of the Discharge
Chamber of an Ion Engine
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

Wolff, J. Mitch (MME)
Thermal Management Simulation Capability
Assessment
Universal Technology Corporation
7/26/04-12/31/04....... ................. . .$20,000

6/3/04-6/2/07 ...............................$52,594

Mukhopadhyay, Sharmila M. (MME)
Performance Enhancement of Second
Generation Coated Conductors by
Investigation ofFlux Pinning andAC Loss Issues
US. Department of Energy
6/15/04-12/14/05 .... ... ..... ... ... . .... .$953,601

Wolff, J. Mitch (MME)
Precision Design
Dept. of Defense, Air Force, AFRL
1/12/99-12/31/04..........................$20,000

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Student Researcli ,

"

Research opportunities at the Materials Lab andAFIT at WPAFB
Flexible work schedules, e.g., 12-14 hrs. wk. academic year & 40 hrs.
wk. summer;full-time alternating terms; or 20 hrs. wk. year round - we
will work with you!
Career related work experience - state-of-the-art labs
Earn while you learn (Soph. $11.70/hr; Jr. $13.15/hr; Sr. $ 14.50/hr;
Grad. $17.90/hr; PhD/$21.60 hr)
Undergraduate to graduate students
Degree seeking students in good standing
Must be a U.S. Citizen
No experience necessary
The SOCHE Student Research Program is accepting applications for
positions at WPAFB for the following majors:
Chemistry, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Materials
Science, Mechanical Engineering, Math, and Physics.
SOCHE accepts applications on an on-going basis for current and future
job openings. Below is a sample of the positions we offer.
Title - Reverse Engineering of Gene Networks
Majors - Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering (with
strong math background)
This research responds to an Air Force need to understand toxicology
at the cellular level. There is an ongoing research effort at AFRL in the
area of toxicogenomics, which has been proposed to be a substantial
part of the biotechnology research at AFRL in the future. One way
to gain a better understanding of toxicology at the cellular level is to
develop quantitative models of the cellular pathways involved with
the cell's response to exposure to a toxic chemical. Models of various
pathways and methods to determine the rate constants as well as other
relevant parameters for models of pathways have recently appeared
in the literature, but are not concerned with the particular pathways
associated with the toxicology of hydrazine or cadmium, both of which
are of interest to the Air Force. This research effort is concerned with
suppOlting the toxicogenomics work at AFRL through tile development
of models of one or more of the pathways associated with liver cell?s
exposure to hydrazine and/or cadmium and the development of methods
to estimate the rate parameters in the models so as to obtain agreement
with available genomic and proteomic data. The particular research
of this effort is involved with the implementation and use of existing
tools for extracting, analyzing and visualizing genomic data, with
the modeling of intra-cellular pathways with systems of differential
equations, and with the determination of tile parameters associated with
the system of differential equations by comparing the predictions of the
models with existing experimental data.
Title - DARPA AIM Phase Field Code Development
Majors - Computer Science, Materials Science, Mechanical Engineering
This involves writing, testing, and documenting and new methods in
the codebase to (1) add new features as determined by AFRL scientists,
(2) to add new functionality, and (3) improve reliability. The codebase
itself is a mixture of legacy FORTRAN code and newer C code that
uses several Application Prograunner Interfaces to do mathematical
computations, multimedia input and output, and xml input and output.

Title - Nanoscopic Surface Preparation and Sensor Materials
Charactellzation
Majors - Physics, Chemistry, Materials Science
Methods to influence the organization of atoms at the surface and
interface of materials will be investigated. This work may include the
deposition of materials, tile operation of materials characterization
equipment (X-ray, electron and/or ion spectroscopy, AFM, etc.)
under the direction of senior engineers to determine the chemistry,
morphology and/or structure of the deposited materials, as well as, the
design or modification of software on lab automation or data reduction
computer systems.
Title - Atomistic and Continuum modeling of quantum dot structures
Majors - Physics, Electrical Engineering, Materials Science,
Computer Science
Perform finite element calculations to determine the minimum energy
shape of quantum dots as a function of dot volume, using commercially
available finite element software. Repeat tllese calculations at the
atomic level by performing molecular dynamics calculation using a
valence force field (VFF) potential. Develop this molecular dynamics
code in MATLAB.
Title - Electromagnetic Simulation
Majors - Electrical Engineering, Physics, Math
The student will help predict and characterize peak VHF radar
cross section of targets on a dielectric ground as a function of target
orientation and smface moisture. The student will develop computer
code to form synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images from simulated
data. The student will also compare radar images from predicted data
to real world radar images in order to spot-validate prediction models.
In addition, the student will characterize peak RCS as a function of
target orientation for botll simulated and real world radar images.
Title - New Defenses Against Steganography
Major - Computer Science
Steganography may be used to encode a hidden message in a digital
image without apparent effects on the image. However, subtle effects
are present, and they may be detected using new techniques based on
optimal roughness and related metrics. This research will investigate
these techniques for detecting, resisting, and otherwise defending
against steganograpy and related information warfare attacks, and it
will evaluate tlleir effectiveness relative to existing methods. Specific
tasks incl ude the following (1) acquire a database of images that contain
steganographic messages with various known encodings, (2) develop
candidate procedures that employ optimal roughness and related
metrics to detect steganographic encoding or to prophylactically resist
such encoding, and (3) evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of the
optimal roughness techniques relative to existing methods.

Submit:
SOCHE Application (available at www.soche.org)
Resume &
Transcript/Advising Report
For more information
Call 937-258-8894

Campus autocrosses
continue in Lot 4

T

he student section of the Society of
Automotive Engineers and the Western
Ohio Region of the Sports Car Club ofAmerica
(SCCA) will host autocrosses in Lot 4 on
September 19 and October 17. Autocross is
a sport of maneuvering a car through a series
of pylons delineating a defined course. Drivers
range from no experience to professional and
vehicles range from regular cars and trucks to
specifically designed autocross vehicles.
Registration is required for drivers and
spectators. The approximate cost of driver
registration will be $20 for SCCA members
and $25 for non-members. For safety, Campus
Police will be at the autocrosses. Fairborn Fire,
Rescue, and EMT will be on call. Alcohol is
prohibited at autocrosses.

continued from page 1

University of Tokyo in 1974. He then went on
to receive a master's degree in 1975 and Ph.D.
in 1983, both in computer science, from the
University of Kentucky and Michigan State
University respectively. Dr. Goshtasby joined
the CSE faculty at Wright State in 1995. Since
that time he has established a strong research
program in Geometric Modeling, Computer
Vision, and Medical Image Analysis.

BITs & pes
College of Engineering and Computer Science
Wright State University

Dr. Ardy GoshfLlsby

Managing Editor
Jenny Garringer
Editor
Samantha Hundt

Computer Science in 1999. Since joining
Wright State, Dr. Goshtasby has participated
in grants and contracts that have produced $3.4
million in funding. His research has practical
applications for medical image processing,
which have resulted in news articles and
excellent publicity for Wright State.
EXCELLENCE IN PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

Nathan Klingbeil

BITs & pes is a monthly newsletter published by the College of
Engineering and Computer Science to inform students al:xmt activities ,
news, oPIX>rtunities and changes occurring in the College. It reports
on the achievements of faculty and students; changes in organization,
policy and curricuhun; scholarship and employment opportunities; and
engineering and computer science student club activities.
The current issue of BITs & pes is available on the Web at http://www.
cs.wri£hLedu/bitsandpcsl. Copies are also available in the College
office and all CECS Department offices.
The next issue of BITs & pes will be published the week of October 4,
2004. To submit items for this issue , call the College of Engineering and
Computer Science at (937) 775-5001, or send email to j£arrin£@cs.
wri£hLedo by September 17, 2004. The College of Engineering and
Computer Science reserves the right to edit all material for publication.

He has served on a total of five committees and
the department level, has played an active role
in writing the Department of Mechanical and
Materials Engineering by-laws, and currently
serves as the Faculty Advisor for the WSU
Student Section of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME).

Dr. Goshtasby has had 41 journal articles
and 26 conference papers published,
has contributed chapters to three different
books. He is an Associate Editor of
journal Pattern Recognition and has served
as the guest editor for several journals, most
recently a special issue of Computer Vision
and Image Understanding on Non-rigid Image
Registration. In 1983 Dr. Goshtasby received
the William Fisher Memorial Award from
Environment Research Institute of Michigan.
He recei ved the Excellence in Research Award
once before the College of Engineering

For more details visit www.worscca.org, or
contact Jason Kremer, Justin Rausch, Greg
Wilt, or Professor Hauuen in room 022 Russ,
or at 775-7183.

Dean
James E. Brandeberry, Ph.D, PE.

then has diligently served the department, the
college, the university, and the community.

Dr. Nathan Klingbeil is an Assistant Professor
in the Department of Mechanical and Materials
Engineering. He received a bachelor's degree
from the University of Dayton in 1993 and then
continued at Carnegie Mellon University where
he received both his master's and doctoral
degrees, all in mechanical engineering. He
joined the MME department in 1999 and since

At the college level, Dr. Klingbeil has
served on a total of six committees, most
notably as Co-Chair of the Ad-hoc Math
Solutions Committee and Chair of the Ad
hoc Engineering Math Committee. Under Dr.
Klingbeil's leadership, these committees have
developed the new EGR 101 course, which
became a part of the college curriculum this
fall. This model to improve math retention
among engineering students has gained the
support of the External Advisory Board and
the National Science Foundation has been
actualized with two lecture sections, six lab
sections and nine recitation sections.
At the University level, Dr. Klingbeil has
served on three committees, including the
Graduate Student Affairs Committee, of which
he is the Chair. He is a member of a variety of
professional societies, including ASME, the
American Society for Engineering Education,
ASMInternational, Sigma Xi, and Tau Beta Pi.
He has served as a reviewer of seven archival
journals, and has earned a reputation a careful
and meticulous reviewer.
OUTSTANDING FACULTY MEMBER

Mateen Rizki

Dr. Mateen Rizki is a Professor in the
Department of Computer Science and

Engineering. He received a bachelor's degree
from the University of Michigan in 1981 and
then continued at Wayne State University
where he received both his master's and
doctoral degrees, all in computer science. He
joined the Department of Computer Science in
1985, was promoted to Associate Professor in
1991, and to Professor in 2003 .
Dr. Rizki has excelled in all three areas of
teaching, research, and service. In the area
of teaching, he continually receives excellent
ratings from his students for his organization
and ability to communicate and stimulate
interest in the subject matter. He regularly
teaches and supervises the introductory
computer science sequences CS 240-242, for
which he has established a help room to assist
students with their programming projects
when faculty may not be available.

IEEE workshop
EXCELLENCE IN TEA CHING

A WARD

FOR

FACULTY

James Menart
Dr. James Menart is an Associate Professor in
the Department of Mechanical and Materials
Engineering. He received his bachelor's
degree in mechanical engineering from the
University of North Dakota in 1984, and his
master's degree in 1988 from the University
of Illinois. In 1996, he received a Ph.D. in
Mechanical Engineering from the University
of Minnesota, thenj oined the faculty at Wright
State as an as sistant professor. While at Wright

Dr. Rizki also maintains a productive research
program with consistent funding from Wright
Laboratories and the Air Force Office of

Dr. James Mellorl

State, Dr. Menart has received over $227,000
in research support and has been published
in dozens of joumals, conference papers, and
technical reports.
Dr. Mateell Rizki

Scientific Research, resulting in five joumals
and nine conference publications in the past
three years. In addition to his own research, he
has also supervised 32 master's students and
three PhD. graduates.
In the area of professional service, Dr.
Rizki works as an associate editor of IEEE
Transactions on Evolutionary Computing and
of the journal B iosystems, and acts as a member
of several conference program committees.
He has served on 13 department committees,
11 college committees, and 15 University
committees. Dr. Rizki is an invaluable member
of his department and the College.

Students in Dr. Menart's Heat Transfer and
Thennodynarnics classes comment on his
passion for the subj ect and his ability to make
difficult material clear and understandable.
According to one of his students, "ME 318
Heat Transfer was taught so well, I completely
understood all three modes of transfer when I
was done. He taught it very well, combining
group exercises, new labs, and good homework
problems." In addition to his instructional
skills, Dr. Menart conducts an enthusiasm
for his subject that rubs off on many of his
students.

continued on page 6

seeks papers
he Third IEEE Intemational Workshop on
Genomic Signal Processing and Statistics
(GENSIPS), sponsored by IEEE Signal
Processing Society and with support from
Brown University will be held Sunday, May
22, 2005 through Tuesday, May 24, 2005 in
Newport, Rhode Island.

T

The aim of this one-day tutorial and two-day
workshop is to provide a forum for presenting
new results on genomic signal processing and
statistics for functional genomics and systems
biology and identifying potential areas of
research and collaboration between the
biological, statistical, and signal processing
communities. One of the main objectives is
to identify new avenues of research, which
address modem challenges in functional
genomics, by exploiting potential synergies
between signal processing, statistics, and
biology and by building on their respective
strengths. This workshop will consist of both
invited sessions and contributed session.
Invited speakers will give tutorial talks on
the general area of computational functional
genomics and proteomics. Featured expert
panels will stimulate the discussions of future
directions and funding oppornlnities.
Those interested should submit a two-page
summary describing original work. The final
version of accepted papers will be published
in electronic proceedings, which will be
distributed by the web and by CD-ROM at
the workshop. Acceptance will be based on
quality, relevance and originality.
Deadlines;
December 1, 2004: Two page summaries due
February 1, 2005: Accept/reject notifications
sent out
March 15,2005: Final four-page camera-ready
papers due
May 22, 2004: Workshop Date
For detailed submission instructions, please
visit the workshop web page at:

http: //binary.engin.brown.edu/gspsOS/i ndex.htm

COLLEGE NEWS
continued from page 5

EXCELLENCE TN TEACHING A WARD FOR
AD TUNCT FACULTY

Adam Mankowski

Adam Mankowski teaches in the Department
ofElectrical Engineering. Mankowski recei ved
two bachelor's degrees from the United States
Air Force Academy in 1999: one in physics,
with a focus on electromagnetics, and another

student engineering positions at Siemens
Energy & Automations and the Air Force
Research Laboratories He began working for
the university as a physics lab instructor in
2002, where he was responsible for teaching
Calculus-based physics labs and tutoring for
all general physics classes.
One student from his EE 332 class said that
Wes "helped make the lab and theory behind it
make sense. He really helped [students] learn
the subject and do well in both the lab and the
corresponding course."
teaching assistant has
toward a Ph.D. in
and eventually become
master's thesis topic
eless Communications.

Kumar Yelamarthi

leader for these students, guiding
to the college environment,
sharing knowledge of the course
maintaining class order. He has
make the difficult seem easy,
translate technical concepts
reference that the students can
a self-starter and a reliable
addition to any team.

Adam Mankowski

in electrical engineering with a focus on
communications andelectromagnetics. In 2000
he received his master's degree in electrical
engineering with a focus on communications
from the University of Texas at Austin.
Students in Mankowski's EE 303 and EE 421
classes nominated him for his commitment
to his students' complete and lasting
comprehension of the concepts. As one student
recalled, "he would often call students to the
board to answers questions, not to embarrass
us, but to test himself to see if he was doing a
good job conveying the information. He also
had a great sense of humor, which made the
class extremely enjoyable." This dedication
to his students' eager retention of the material
illustrates Mankowski's impressive teaching
abilities.
EXCELLENCE TN TEACHING A WARD FOR
TEACHING ASSISTANTS

Wes Earick

Wes Earick is a master's student in the
Electrical Engineering program. He has
worked for the past five summers in different

WesEarick

He also works with Dr. Garber with research
in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles.
Wes is very knowledgeable in electronics,
well prepared for labs, and extremely helpful
to the students. A fellow engineering student
describes him as one of the most genuine
people he has ever met, "always willing to
help out anyone in need, regardless of what he
may be doing."
DEAN'S A WARD

Kumar Yelamarthi

When appropriate, the Dean has the pleasure
of selecting a student who excels in academics,
leadership, and service to the college. Kumar
Yelamarthi has exemplified all three of these
characteristics.
Kumar has provided outstanding serVIce

Over the last year, Kumar has been the lead
teaching assistant for EGR 190, taking
responsibility for scheduling and organizing
the activities of the other GTAs in the
program. He also took initiative in helping the
faculty develop the Ohio Aerospace Institute
supported Temp-Sat laboratory exercise.
This is a hands-on and cooperative learning
experience for the students to conduct
parametric studies on temperature profiles
with respect to time. The Temp-Sat project
allowed students to learn about data analysis
and spread sheets, fundamentals of circuit
board design, and radio control and satellite
transmitter interaction.
Kumar is willing to tackle the tough challenges
and has the drive to follow them through to
completion. He works well with people, is
comfortable in an academic environment,
and has the skills and perseverance to be a
successful student and an excellent mentor.

SCHOLARSHIPS
D EAN' S COMMENDATION

Human-Powered Vehicle Team and the
SAE Aero Design Competition Team

& FELLOWSHIPS

escribed below are scholarship and
fellowship programs available to CECS
srudents or faculty.

D

The Sloan Foundation has rumounced the
availability ofIndustry Srudies Fellowships to
support the development ofresearch in industry
sIDdies. These fellowships are intended to
provide support and recognition to up to
five junior faculty members from a variety
of academic disciplines who are conducting
field-based research on a topic important to
a specific industry, and who show the most
outStaIlding promise of making important
contributions tounderstaIlding modem industry
and the multifaceted environment of industrial
enterprises. Candidates are required to hold a
T he Human-Powered Vehicle Team took home first place in the utili ty
ve hicle endlU'ance event.
Ph.D. in economics, management, engineering,
or in a related or interdisciplinary field, and
This year two groups emlled special
must be members of the regular faculty on the
recognition by the Dean for the success of
tenure track. They may be no more than six
their engineering projects. The ten-snldent
years from completion of their most advanced
Wright State Human-Powered Vehicle team,
degree as of the year of their nomination,
advised by Dr. Junghsen Lieh, traveled to
unless certain special circumstaIlces are
Gainesville, Florida for in ASME's Human
involved. While Fellows are expected to be at
Powered Vehicle Competition. Here they
an early stage of their academic careers, there
placed third in the utility vehicle overall and
should be strong evidence of relevant research
design events , as well as the single rider sprint
accomplishments. An amount of $40,000 will
event, and took home first place in the utility
be awarded for a two-year period. Funds are
vehicle endurmlce event.
awarded to the Fellow's instirution and may be
used by the Fellow for activities directly related
to his or her research. Candidates may be
nominated by Directors and faculty members
at tlle Sloan Industry Centers, Affiliates of
the Sloan Industry SIDdies program, and
department head or senior researchers. Along
with a nomination form, the nominator should
submit a letter describing the candidate's
qualifications and must see that the Foundation
receives three supporting letters directly from
other researchers or professionals, preferably
not at the same instirution. Attachments
should also include a curriculum vitae, a list of
academic and professional publications plus
The student design team made up of one copy of no more than two representative
mechatlical engineering students also recei ved pUblications, and a one to two-page statement
recognition for their participation in the by the nominee describing his or her
Society of Automoti ve Engineer's Aero Design significant independent work and an initial
Competition. These three students, led by Dr. plan for research in a specific industry. Forms
Scott Thomas, as well as pilot and mentor and more information are available at www.
Eddy Noble, traveled to Daytona Beach, sloan.org/programs /fellow _annoUll. shtml.
Florida to fly the radio-controlled aircraft they Nominations are due by October 15, 2004, and
designed and built themselves. The team came should be submitted to:
Sloan Industry Srudies Fellowships
in 6th place out of 35 teams, from across the
Gail M. Pesyna, Program Director
US. and as far away as Brazil.
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
630 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2550
New York, New York 10111-0242

The Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation
has rumounced the Kauffman Dissertation
Fellowship Program, all initiative to help
launch a cohort of world-class scholars in
the area of entrepreneurship. During the
2004-2005 academic year, the Kauffman
Foundation will award approximately 10
Dissertation Fellowship graIlts of $15,000
each to Ph.D., D.B.A. or other doctoral
srudents for the support of dissertations in the
area of entrepreneurship. Applications are due
by October 21 , 2004. For more information,
visit kdfp.kauffman.org.
On behalf of the u.s. Department ofState, the
National Academies is pleased to rumounce
a call for nominations and applications for
the 2005 Jefferson Science Fellows program.
This program establishes a new model for
engaging the American academic science,
technology and engineering communities
in the formulation and implementation
of US. foreign policy. Jefferson Science
Fellows will spend one year at the US.
Department of State in Washington D.C.
and may periodically travel to US. foreign
embassies and/or missions. Following their
one-year tenure, Jefferson Science Fellows
will rerum to their academic instirutions, but
will remain available to the US. government
as an experienced consultaIlt for short
term projects over the following five years.
Jefferson Science Fellow awards are open
to tenured academic scientists, technologists
and engineers from US. instirutions of higher
learning. Nominees/applicants must be US.
citizens and will be required to obtain a
security clearance. Detailed information on
the Jefferson Science Fellows program is
available on the web at http: //lnk.ewrma.com/
ct?id=955O-8022-18589084. The deadline
for nominations and applications is October 1,
2004. The Jefferson Science Fellows program
is supported tllrough a partnership between
the MacArtllur Foundation, the Carnegie
Corporation, the US. science, technology
and engineering academic community,
professional scientific societies, and the US.
Department of State.

COLLEGE INFORMATION

Club News
Wright Engineering
Council (WEC)
Meeting Times: Monday 7:30pm after
first week of classes, (place TBA)
Contact: President, Joshua Keener at
keener.9@wright.edu, for any questions.
Upcoming Events: Welcome week
(softball, scavenger hunt, etc.), bi
weekly activities.
If you are interested in hearing
about other future events, email
gessner.9@wright.edu to be placed on
email list to receive information.
WEC is open to ALL CECS students,
undergraduate and graduate peers.

IEEE - Wright State
University Student
Branch
Website: www.cs.wright.edu/~ieee
Contact: Presisent, Arunesh Roy at
roy.5@wright.edu
Upcoming Events: Autonomous
Robot Team, contact Kiron Mateti
at mateti.4@wright.edu, for more
information.

Professor nallled

ASME Fellow
rofessor of mechanical engineering, Dr. J. Mitch Wolff
was recently named Fellow of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). The achievement
of fellow status, the highest grade of membership to
ASME, acknowledges extraordinary accomplishments in
engineering and significant contributions to the profession.
Dr. Wolff was nominated for his success in teaching,
research and service while at Wright State.

P

As an educator, Dr. Wolf receives student evaluations
Dr. J. Mitch Wolff
that are consistently among the most glowing within the
college. He has advised 75 senior design students, seven
Ohio Grant Consortium scholars, two honors thesis students, 16 master's students, and three
doctoral students, and many of his advisees have won awards for their designs and papers at
different contests and conferences. Along with assisting students in their work, he has developed
two new Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) classes and a CFD lab.
Dr. Wolff has involved himself in a variety of research activities. He has directed an investigation
of the analysis of forced response related to transonic compression systems. He has also led
the development of a high spatial resolution MEMS pressure sensor array. To determine the
dynamic calibration of unsteady pressure sensors, the WSU shock tube was developed under his
direction. Dr. Wolff has also developed a 58-processor Beowulf cluster supercomputer utilizing
off-the-shelf components, which is used for both research and teaching CFD purposes.
Dr. Wolff's service to the community is innumerable. Along with his ASME membership, he is
an acti ve member of ASEE, ASME, SAE, and AIAA. He is a steering committee member of the
AIAAAir-breathing Propulsion Technical Committee, and the ASEE campus representative. He
has served as the WSU ASME student section advisor since 1997, and the section has grown
from 42 to 270 members while under his supervision. He has served on twenty College and
University level committees, being a principle investigator involved in getting WSU connected
to Internet 2 by NSF, and chairing the committee that instituted the college technology program,
which has resulted in a significant improvement in the computer resources at the college level.
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CENTER POSTING GUIDLINES

No posting of announcements, pictures, signs, cartoons, etc. on lobby walls, hall walls, office doors or laboratory doors is allowed in
the Russ Center.
Faculty hours may be posted in the holder that is located outside of each faculty office door. Please do not hang signs, pictures, etc.
below this holder.
GTA/GRA hours may be posted in the holder that is located outside of each GTA area office or lab.
Special meeting announcements may be approved for posting by the dean's office. Announcements will be displayed on the television
monitors located in the lobby and vending area or placed on foam core boards on tripods in the lobby. Contact the dean's office for
approval, and placement arrangements.
Laboratory door announcements, schedules, etc. may only be placed in the holders that are on the wall outside of each laboratory or
8 Y2 x 11 holders can be ordered and placed on the door by the Sign Shop. (For an example of the holder, please see the Periodical
Reading Room door, 404 Russ Center, or the Club Room door, 163 Russ Center)
Engineering Clubs, student organizations may post announcements, etc. inside the glass cases located in the hallway outside the Club
Room on the first floor.

Russ
•
•

CENTER CLASSROOMS

No beverages or food are allowed in the classrooms in the Russ Center.
Do not move chairs, tables, overheads, etc. from one classroom to another.
Authority:
Revised:

Dean of the College 1992
August 2004

Air Force Express Scholarships

ATTENTION ENGINEERING MAJORS

Air Force ROTC scholarships are available for you
if you:
• Will be less than 31 years old as of
December 31 of the year you will
graduate
• Have a 2.5 cumulative GPA and are physically fit
• Are a freshmen computer or electrical engineering
major
• Are a sophomore or junior computer, electrical, or
mechanical engineering major
• Are a senior computer or electrical engineering major
*Competitive scholarships in other majors are also available*

You receive the following benefits:
• Up to $15,000 per year for tuition and fees
• $510 per year for textbooks
• $250-$400 each month to spend as you please
• ALL MONEY IS NON-TAXABLE
Freshmen can receive scholarship money as early as next quarter
Sophomores through Seniors can receive scholarship money fall
quarter

Opportunities also exist to work on your master's degree with
full tuition paid by the Air Force

For more information about scholarships and specific qualifications:
Visit www.afrotc.com or www.wright.edu/academics/prog/rotclhome.htm
Contact Captain Angela Anderson in 118 Millet Hall, at (937) 775-2730 or at angela.anderson@wright.edu.

portant

s

UNIVERSITY CLOSED
- Veteran's Day
Last Day of Fall Quarter
aasses
November 15-20 Final Exam Week
Order of the Engineer Steel
Ring Ceremony - 7pm
Fall Commencement
January 3

First Day of Winter
Classes

January 17

UNIVERSITY CLOSED
- Martin Luther
King Jr. Day

January 27

CECS Recruiting Day 
1-4pm

February 20-26

National Engineers Week
Last Day of Winter Quarter
Classes
Final Exam Week
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